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This stunning four-bedroom Regency-style terraced house is located in central Brighton. South
facing the residence is warm and bright; having been recently refurbished the property has been
thoughtfully decorated throughout. Clifton Terrace is minutes’ walk from Brighton Station, Churchill
Square, the laines and the seafront. 

On entering the property, you are welcomed into a generously sized reception, featuring charming
shuttered windows, from there you have access to all ground floor rooms. Leading on from the
reception is the good-sized utility room. Adjacent is the beautiful kitchen, decorated in keeping with
the style of the property, the room is large and bright with ample storage space. Up a small flight of
stairs is an amazing games room. Preceding onwards is a fantastic double garage, fitted with a
modern security system. On the first floor, there is a wonderful, south facing reception/dining room.
Well-lit, both rooms are generously-sized and each features a beautiful original fireplace. It is
possible to open up the rooms via elegant partition doors. Next to the reception/dining room is a
lovely family bathroom, fitted with a modern shower unit. There is also a good size bedroom. 

Moving to the second floor, there are three beautiful bedrooms; all include built-in storage space.
There is a second family bathroom, with both a bath and shower. Advancing to the loft conversion,
there is a wonderfully decorated master bedroom. The room has stunning panoramic views,
emphasised by windows that span the entire width of the property. The room has excellent built-in
storage space and ample eaves storage. Adjoining is a superb en-suite, equipped with a luxurious
bath and large walk-in shower. 

Situated centrally within Brighton, Clifton Terrace has the advantage of being both a stone throw
from Brighton City Centre whilst being tucked away from the urban chaos. The property benefits
from a picturesque communal garden and being so close to Brighton Beach.
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One of my favourite things about living here has to be the location. I rarely have to use
my car, because Brighton City Centre is so convenient. The beach, Brighton Station, and
the laines are all only a few minute's walk away.

Also, we absolutely love the view from the master bedroom; the panoramic windows
bring in so much light.
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